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Abstract
We present L3Cube-MahaCorpus a Marathi monolingual data set scraped from different internet sources. We expand the
existing Marathi monolingual corpus with 24.8M sentences and 289M tokens. We further present, MahaBERT, MahaAlBERT,
and MahaRoBerta all BERT-based masked language models, and MahaFT, the fast text word embeddings both trained on full
Marathi corpus with 752M tokens. We show the effectiveness of these resources on downstream Marathi sentiment analysis, text
classification, and named entity recognition (NER) tasks. We also release MahaGPT, a generative Marathi GPT model trained
on Marathi corpus. Marathi is a popular language in India but still lacks these resources. This work is a step forward in build-
ing open resources for the Marathi language. The data and models are available at https://github.com/l3cube-pune/MarathiNLP.
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1. Introduction
Pre-trained language models based on BERT have been
widely used in NLP applications (Wolf et al., 2019; Qiu
et al., 2020). These language models are fine-tuned on
the target task and are reported to provide superior re-
sults. The target tasks include text classification, named
entity recognition (NER), parts of speech (POS) tag-
ging, dependency parsing, natural language inference
(NLI), etc (Otter et al., 2020). The BERT-based models
can be trained using un-supervised large text corpus us-
ing masked language modeling objective and next sen-
tence prediction tasks.
The mono-lingual and multi-lingual masked language
models have been very popular recently. The multi-
lingual language models provide significant benefits for
low resource languages by leveraging the learning from
high resource text (Pires et al., 2019). However, mod-
els trained on a single language are shown to perform
better than multi-lingual models on target tasks in cor-
responding language (Straka et al., 2021). Previous
works have built BERT based language models in Ger-
man, Vietnamese, Arabic, Dutch, French, Hindi, Ben-
gali, etc (Scheible et al., 2020; Nguyen and Nguyen,
2020; Le et al., 2019; Delobelle et al., 2020; Abdul-
Mageed et al., 2020; Jain et al., 2020). In this work, we
focus on building monolingual corpus and BERT based
language model in Marathi. Marathi is a low-resource
Indian language and is native to the state of Maharash-
tra.
Marathi is the third most popular language in India af-
ter Hindi and Bengali (Kulkarni et al., 2021a; Joshi et
al., 2019). It is spoken by around 83 million people in
India. Despite huge representation, in terms of speak-
ing diaspora, the language resources have not received
adequate attention for the Marathi language. The lan-
guage resource in the simplest form is a monolingual
corpus. However, even monolingual corpus for Indian

languages is mostly biased towards Hindi. This can
be seen from the fact that the recently released Indic-
NLP data set has 62.9M Hindi sentences and only 9.9M
Marathi sentences (Kakwani et al., 2020). There is a
strong need to develop language resources for Marathi
starting from building a monolingual corpus.
In this work, we add to the existing monolingual cor-
pus by building L3Cube-MahaCorpus1. The data has
been scraped from various internet sources. The cor-
pus for Indian languages has mostly been exclusively
dominated by news sources. We specifically consider
this bias and also include sentences from non-news
sources. L3Cube-MahaCorpus adds 24.8M sentences
and 289M tokens (5.3 GB) to the existing Marathi
monolingual datasets. After combining this with the
existing Marathi corpus there is a total of 57.2M sen-
tences and 752M tokens (13 GB).
We further introduce MahaBERT2, MahaRoBERTa3,
MahaAlBERT45, and MahaGPT6 all Transformer
BERT based Marathi language models trained on the
full Marathi monolingual corpus. The BERT models
are trained using masked language modeling objec-
tives. These models are further evaluated on down-
stream tasks of text classification and named entity
recognition (NER) in Marathi. We also release Ma-
haFT, the fast text word embedding trained on the full
Marathi Corpus. The dataset and resources are publicly
shared to facilitate further research in Marathi NLP.
The main contributions of this work are:

• We present L3Cube-MahaCorpus, a Marathi

1https://github.com/l3cube-pune/MarathiNLP
2https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/marathi-bert
3https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/marathi-roberta
4https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/marathi-albert
5https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/marathi-albert-v2
6https://huggingface.co/l3cube-pune/marathi-gpt
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monolingual corpus with 24.8M sentences and
289M tokens.

• We introduce MahaBERT, MahaAlBERT, and
MahaRoBERTa, the BERT variations trained on
a full corpus with 752M tokens. We also release
MahaGPT, a Marathi generative pre-trained trans-
former model trained on the full corpus.

• Finally, we release MahaFT, Marathi fast text em-
beddings trained on the full corpus.

2. Related Work
In this section, we review different unsupervised and
supervised data sets in the Marathi language. A sum-
mary of publicly available Marathi monolingual corpus
and classification data sets is provided in Kulkarni et
al. (2021a). The main sources include Wikipedia text,
CC-100 Dataset (Wenzek et al., 2019), OSCAR Corpus
(Suárez et al., 2019), and IndicNLP Corpus (Kakwani
et al., 2020). The wiki dataset consists of 85k cleaned
Marathi articles. The other sources are multi-lingual
datasets with Marathi as one of the languages. The CC-
100 monolingual data set consists of around 50 million
tokens for the Marathi language. The OSCAR corpus
consists of around 82 million tokens in Marathi. The
IndicNLP is perhaps the largest non-wiki source and
consists of 142 million tokens.
There are limited resources for supervised tasks
in Marathi. The text classification data set in-
cludes IndicNLP News Article Dataset (Kakwani et
al., 2020), iNLTK Headline Dataset (Arora, 2020),
L3CubeMahaSent (Kulkarni et al., 2021b). The Indic-
NLP News Article Dataset is a news article classifica-
tion dataset in Marathi consisting of 4779 records. The
iNLTK Headline Dataset categorizes news headlines
and consists of 12092 records. The L3CubeMahaSent
is a sentiment classification dataset in Marathi and con-
sists of 16000 records. Another data set for Marathi
NER was introduced in (Murthy et al., 2018). It con-
sists of 5591 sentences and 3 named entities as target
labels. Moreover, some hate speech detection datasets
have also been released in Marathi (Gaikwad et al.,
2021; Mandl et al., 2021; Pawar and Raje, 2019).
In this work, we have utilized all publicly available
Marathi monolingual corpus along with the L3Cube-
MahaCorpus to train the language models and word
embedding. These models are evaluated on the three
classification tasks and a NER task.

3. Curation of Dataset
The L3Cube-MahaCorpus is collected from news and
non-news sources. The major chunk of the data is
scraped from the Maharashtra Times website 7. The
non-news sources were taken from a collection web-
site 8. The data set was scraped using the Beautiful-

7https://maharashtratimes.com/
8http://www.netshika.com/sangrah.html

Dataset #tokens #sentences
L3Cube-MahaCorpus
(News)

212 17.6

L3Cube-MahaCorpus
(Non-news)

76.4 7.2

L3Cube-MahaCorpus 289 24.8
Full Marathi Corpus 752 57.2

Table 1: Dataset Statistics (in millions).

Soup library along with the use of Selenium for dy-
namic pages. The final data set was shuffled and de-
duplicated. The de-duplication was also performed
with the existing monolingual data set. The L3Cube-
MahaCorpus adds 17.6 M sentences (212 M tokens)
from the news sources and 7.2 M sentences (76.4 M
tokens) from the non-news sources. These are made
available separately as well. Overall it adds 24.8 M
sentences and 289 M tokens. When combined with
the existing monolingual dataset, we now have 57.2 M
sentences and 752 M tokens in the Marathi language.
These statistics are also described in Table 1.

4. Pre-trained Resources
The full Marathi monolingual corpus is used to train
Transformer based masked language models and Fast-
Text word embeddings.

4.1. Transformer Models
The BERT represents a deep bi-directional Trans-
former based model trained using a large unlabelled
corpus. These pre-trained models have been shown
to produce state-of-the-art results on a variety of
downstream tasks. There are different variations of
BERT models like AlBERT and RoBERTa which are
also considered in this work. From the multilingual
perspective, there are three main models which can
also be used with the Marathi language. These in-
clude multilingual-BERT (Devlin et al., 2019), XLM-
R based on RoBERTa (Conneau et al., 2019), and In-
dicBERT (Kakwani et al., 2020) based on AlBERT.
These three models are fine-tuned on monolingual
Marathi corpus and released as a part of this work.
All the models are trained for 2 epochs with standard
hyper-parameters and masked language modeling ob-
jective only. The learning rate used is 2e-5 with a batch
size of 64.

• mBERT9: It is a BERT-base vanilla model pre-
trained on 104 languages using masked language
modeling (MLM) and next sentence prediction
(NSP) objective. The Marathi was one of the lan-
guages used in pre-training.

• XLM-RoBERTa10: It is a RoBERTa based model
pre-trained on 100 languages using MLM objec-

9https://huggingface.co/bert-base-multilingual-cased
10https://huggingface.co/docs/transformers/model doc/xlmroberta
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Model L3CubeMahaSent News Articles News Head-
lines

Marathi
NER

mBERT 80.4 97.6 90.6 58.35
indicBERT 83.3 98.7 93.7 60.79
XLM-R 82.0 98.5 92.5 62.32
MahaBERT 82.8 98.7 94.4 62.57
MahaAlBERT 83.7 99.1 94.7 60.00
MahaRoBERTa 83.4 98.5 94.2 64.34
FB-FT + KNN 73.6 99.1 88.8 -
INLP-FT + KNN 74.9 98.9 90.7 -
MahaFT + KNN 75.1 98.9 91.2 -

Table 2: The results for different models on classification and NER tasks. The numbers for classification task
L3CubeMahaSent, News Articles, and News Headlines represent the classification accuracy. The numbers for the
Marathi NER task represent the macro-f1 score. The FB-FT is Marathi fast text embeddings trained on Wiki and
Common Crawl Corpus released by Facebook used along with KNN(k=4). The INLP-FT represents the Marathi
fast text embeddings released by IndicNLP Suite. The MahaFT are Marathi fast text embeddings released as a part
of this work.

tive. The model is shown to outperform mBERT
on different tasks. Even this model contains
Marathi as one of the pre-training languages. The
RoBERTa mainly modifies the hyper-parameters
used in the original BERT and gets rid of the NSP
task (Liu et al., 2019).

• IndicBERT11: It is a multi-lingual AlBERT model
exclusively pre-trained on 12 Indian languages.
The AlBERT is a lite version of the BERT model
(Lan et al., 2019). It uses parameter reduction
techniques like repeated layers to reduce the mem-
ory footprint. The model has been shown to work
well on most of the Indic NLP tasks (Joshi et al.,
2021; Kulkarni et al., 2021b; Velankar et al., 2021;
Nayak and Joshi, 2021).

4.2. FastText Word Embeddings
Pre-trained word embeddings are commonly used to
initialize the embedding layer of the neural networks.
These distributed representations are trained on large
unlabeled corpus and are useful for many downstream
tasks. The FastText word embeddings are popular
for morphologically rich languages (Bojanowski et al.,
2017). It represents the word as a bag of character n-
grams thus avoiding any out of vocabulary word. We
train the FastText model on the Marathi monolingual
corpus using standard hyper-parameters. A skip-gram
model is trained with a window size of 5, 10 negative
samples per instance, and 10 epochs.

4.3. Marathi GPT
GPT2 is a generative transformer model trained using
causal language modeling (CLM) objective (Radford et
al., 2019). It is also a class of self-supervised models
trained to predict the next work on the unsupervised
data. We train a standard GPT2 model with 12 layers

11https://huggingface.co/ai4bharat/indic-bert

and 768 internal dimension on Marathi Corpus for 5
epochs with a learning rate of 2e-5. We use a custom
BPE-based tokenizer with a vocab size of 50257.

5. Down Stream Tasks
• IndicNLP News Article Classification: The task

consists of Marathi news articles classified as
sports, entertainment, and lifestyle. There are
3823 train, 479 test, and 477 validation examples.

• iNLTK Headline Classification: In this classifi-
cation task the Marathi news headlines are cate-
gorized as entertainment, sports, and state. The
dataset consists of 9672 train, 1210 test, and 1210
validation examples.

• L3CubeMahaSent Sentiment Analysis: The
sentiment analysis task consists of Marathi tweets
categorized as positive, negative, and neutral. The
dataset consists of 12114 train, 2250 test, and
1500 validation examples.

• Marathi Named Entity Recognition: This is a
Marathi entity recognition task where each token
in the sentence is categorized as Location, Person,
and Organization. The dataset consists of 3588
train, 1533 test, and 470 validation examples.

5.1. Results
The L3Cube-MahaCorpus along with other publicly
available Marathi corpus is used to train three vari-
ations of BERT using MLM objective. These varia-
tions are based on base-BERT, AlBERT, and RoBERTa
architecture and are termed as MahaBERT, MahaAl-
BERT, and MahaRoBERTa respectively. The mul-
tilingual versions of these architectures mBERT, in-
dicBERT based on AlBERT, and XLM-R based on
RoBERTa are also used for baseline comparison. The
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multilingual versions are fine-tuned on the Marathi cor-
pus to get the Marathi BERT models. Similar hyper-
parameters are used for MLM pre-training of all these
models. The results are described in Table 2. Note
that the results for base models may be slightly differ-
ent than ones reported in the original work as they were
re-computed using a common setup and hyperparame-
ters. These models are evaluated on three classification
datasets and one named entity recognition dataset. For
the classification task, the pre-trained models are fur-
ther fine-tuned by the addition of a dense layer on top
of [CLS] token embedding. The NER task is formu-
lated as a token classification task and all token em-
beddings are passed through the dense layer for clas-
sification. Overall the monolingual versions of models
perform better than the multi-lingual versions.
The fast text word embeddings trained on full Marathi
corpus termed as MahaFT are evaluated on the classifi-
cation datasets. In this setup, word embeddings are av-
eraged to get the sentence representation. A KNN clas-
sifier with k=4 is used for the classification of the aver-
aged fast text embedding. These Marathi word embed-
dings are compared against two other publicly available
variations. The FB-FT represents Marathi fast text em-
beddings trained on Wiki and Common Crawl Corpus
released by Facebook. The INLP-FT was released as
part of IndicNLP suite. The MahaFT performs com-
petitively with other word embeddings. Overall we
show the resources released as a part of this work either
perform competitively with or better than the currently
available alternatives for the Marathi language.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we have presented L3Cube-MahaCorpus,
MahaBERT, and MahaFT. The MahaCorpus, is a
Marathi monolingual corpus and is a significant addi-
tion to the existing monolingual corpus. The Marathi
BERT is trained in three different flavors namely Ma-
haBERT, MahaRoBERTa, and MahaAlBERT. The Ma-
haFT is the Marathi fast text word embeddings. These
resources are exclusively trained on Marathi monolin-
gual corpus. The models are evaluated on downstream
Marathi classification and NER tasks. The models are
shown to work better than their multi-lingual counter-
parts.
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